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Building systems as lesson on integration

A lesson in physics, chemistry, environmental science,
…….

How things work?

lighting

structures



How do buildings affect the environment?

Exhaust heat Smoke and dust

Solid wastes

ErosionSewerageWaste effluent

Noise

Fuel

Materials

Water
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Building systems as lesson on sustainability
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Sustainability concepts

Buildings that Teach
Islandwood, USA

a. Water conservation

b. Recycling systems & waste management

c. Renewable energy systems ( solar, wind etc )

d. Lighting & electrical systems ( PV, monitor energy use etc )

e. Daylighting & windows 



Buildings that Teach
Roy Lee Walker Elementary, Texas, USA

Life-sized, 3-D textbook on sustainability
a. Water conservation ( water collection )

b. Recycling systems & waste management

( recycled building materials, energy recovery 
systems etc )

c.      Renewable energy systems ( solar hot water 
heating, windmill, greenhouse, weather stations, 
sundial etc )

d.      Lighting & electrical systems ( PV, monitor energy 
use etc )

e.      Daylighting & windows 

Sustainability concepts



Landscaping as an outdoor classroom

Common sight in schools where  buildings and landscape
are independent of each other, usually with more focus given
to the building component at design stage. 
Users then come in to introduce ad-hoc ‘add-ons’ after 
occupancy.

Vegetable patch

Bonsai corner

Q: how do we achieve a more integrated approach
where building and landscape work together to
create a total learning environment?



Henry Park Primary School

Old school built in the 70s



Learning Landscapes : The Green Trail

Henry Park Primary School, Singapore



Learning Landscapes : The Green Trail

Fern Garden



Victoria School



Learning Landscapes : The Eco- Street

Victoria School, Singapore



Learning Landscapes : The Eco- Street



The Living Laboratory

Victoria PoolLearning 
GardenBio Pod

Exploration 
Patch



The Outdoor Classroom
Title of lesson:
Poetry Reading – “Cinderella” by Roald Dahl

Objectives: 
To encourage creative modes of expressions through performance poetry. 
To use the physical environment and building for teaching purposes.
To provide a more informal setting for freedom of expression.
To simulate the feel of performing on stage before an audience.

Advantages:
Without a classroom feel to it, the courtyard makes students feel less
inhibited, the absence of four walls gives the impression that reliance 

is not on the text but awareness and interaction with the environment. 
In fact, the speakers get to decide where the characters should be, how 
little or much movement they want.

Because it is more informal at the courtyard, students are less afraid
to act spontaneously in front of the class. The students enjoy and look 

forward to future performance opportunities. The audience is 
more attentive as they are not seated behind tables and chairs. 



‘VS teachers have carried out lessons incorporating different areas of the 
school as part of the learning processes. These are Literature, Mother 
Tongue Languages and Art lessons. Primarily, teachers have used the 
school building features and special areas as stimulus for their lessons.
There are also plans by some teachers to carry out lessons on chemical 
analysis of water, temperature recordings of soil, air and water at various 
parts of the ecogarden and density of algae in water (microscopic counting) 
through scientific data collection by datalogging.’

Vice Principal, Victoria School

Aug 2003



- A first-of-its-kind high school 
developed and managed by a  
university, with special emphasis on   
mathematics and science

- Design competition

- Critical milestone in development of

schools in Singapore

The NUS High School for 
Mathematics and Science


